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This essay emerged from an engagement of my imagination with Peter 
Kingsley’s book. I felt a deep resonance with his account of Jung as mystic, 
as mouthpiece for the mystical foundations of western civilisation. The essay 
therefore flows between his work and my own, his dreams and mine, his 
connections with the abyssal depths of our “collective unconscious”, and 
my own… 
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MYSTIC 
 
His whole science, [Jung] explains, derived entirely from his visions and dreams.1 (79) 
 
I have read and re-read many of Peter Kingsley’s books over the years, and his audio 
CD’s as well, so I was delighted to find him again, speaking with Murray Stein in a video 
discussing C. G. Jung’s Red Book and Kingsley’s latest book Catafalque.2 I felt an 
immediate kinship with the subtitle. After all, my dissertation focussed on the 
phenomenon of the end of the world, for which my dreams were the primary “data”.3 
But I did not know what a catafalque is so I looked it up to find that it is the “decorated 
wooden framework supporting the coffin of a distinguished person during a funeral or 
while lying in state.” Is C. G. Jung that distinguished person, I wondered, or humanity? 
Maybe C. G. Jung is a modern mouthpiece of humanity. I certainly believe so. I rushed 
to order the book and now have it—two volumes in which Kingsley wisely separates his 
literary voice, which, as a mouthpiece of the goddess, carries Her wisdom and withering 
scorn for fools (i.e., all of us), from the scholarly references and endnotes that must be 
said in the voice of the Academy, or tradition. 

I am only two Sections in and already the urge to speak rises up. I know this urge. 
Kingsley’s voice has stirred my depths once again and, like him, I must obey. I was 
immediately gripped by his willingness to pay attention to his dreams in the spirit of She 
Who Must Be Obeyed.4He had a dream in 2011 instructing him to cease “all the things I 
was doing: public speaking, teaching, meetings, interviews.”5 Shocking news from the 
“other side” to be sure. And what one DOES next is all-important, not what one thinks 
about. I was so moved to read that he acted in obedience. The story that followed his 
dream is instructive to us all especially those Jungians who insist, “No balanced person 
should ever obey messages or instructions given through a dream. Instead you have to 
argue with them, etc.”6 This dogma has a place, to be sure, for those who have not 
differentiated their personal self from the deeper reality that Kingsley knows. In the 
former case you might be engaging a personal complex that is “speaking” to deprive you 
of any connection with life. But encounter with the goddess restores our connection with 
life even though the descent into Her domain may be a little rough for our modern 
“alien” consciousness.7 The gesture associated with such descent is one of humility. 

I once had such a dream of humility. It invoked immediate obedience, in my 
waking life: 

 
I am in a room with a martial arts expert. He decides to meet me in combat after a playful spar in 
which I block one or two strikes. I now need to prepare for the fight. As I do so, we are moving 

                                                
1 Peter Kingsley: Catafalque: Carl Jung and the End of Humanity (www.catafalque.org) 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWaeqeIi82g 
3 https://independent.academia.edu/WoodcockJohn/Doctoral-Thesis 
4  H. Rider Haggard: She. This was one of Jung’s favourite books. 
5 Catafalque, 12. 
6 Ibid 
7 See my essay, “Jung and the Posthuman” in: Jung's Red Book for Our Time: Searching for Soul under Postmodern 
Conditions. Edited by Murray Stein & Thomas Arzt. Chiron Publications, 2017. 
https://www.academia.edu/35056270/Jung_and_the_Post-human_2017_ 
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towards a secret monastery outside town. I increasingly wonder what it is I think I am doing. 
There is no way in the world I can fight this man. People are gathering in the auditorium. I try to 
practice by doing basic katas from my own training years ago—woefully inadequate! Who am I 
kidding? They will see through me completely. What a sham. This is a mockery. I move towards 
a young boy. Now I am in a room. My bravado is useless. Any thought of, “I know what to do 
next” slips away fast. In this room I am in the centre and others line the walls, watching. A young 
man comes up to me and shows me a book—a red box with a red string running through it. This 
is his solution to the problem of cause and effect. “How long do you think I have been working 
on this problem? A good deal longer than you!” he says, faintly mocking. I do not have the 
faintest idea of what he is showing me. I feel humiliated, knowing nothing or near to it. The 
room erupts in chanting. More people go around the room, taking turns to chat about this or that 
existential problem. One man looking at me has tears of compassion for my plight. I am being 
submitted to a barrage of knowledge that I know nothing about. It is an ordeal. I do not know 
what to do next and I begin to weep. All my own ideas, plans, purpose, were washed away in my 
ordeal. The master is in the room too. I am left with no words. He gets up and moves away and I 
simply follow him. We enter ordinary reality, a house. He sits down and I come in. He says gently 
that I must not sit down, as we put on sandals. We are going to meet a great man who lives in 
ordinary life. My ordeal has stripped me away from all pretensions, facades, knowing. The locus 
of knowing lies outside my ego in the other who really knows. I in turn follow the master. 
 
What I have always valued in Kingsley’s works is his commitment to the Goddess and 
Her voice, speaking through him, a man of the 21st C. Her/his voice, dripping with 
scorn at times, excoriates us for forgetting Her and, at the same time, freely bestows her 
bounty on us, if we care to humble ourselves before Her. Can we even perceive this bounty 
today, as we near the end of humanity? 

Kingsley’s literary style in all his books is an incantatory method of excoriation 
(stripping, flaying…), combined with rhythmic droning repetition. This magical 
methodology can steer us, if we dare to go, towards the mystical foundations of our 
Western civilisation. Catafalque is methodologically no different in this regard. With this 
rhetorical style and excellent scholarship, Kingsley drives home how the way we 
historically have privileged reason/rationality has in effect murdered those foundations. 

Some time ago I wrote about a modern artist who dreamed of those mystical 
foundations and rendered her dream in an artwork. My essay, Foundation of Our 
Existence may be found here (see footnote): 8 
 
  

                                                
8 Foundation of Our Existence. https://johnwoodcock.com.au/2018/01/foundation/ 
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HOWL 
I have now arrived at Kingsley's Section, “ Sunset Way”, in his book, Catafalque: Carl 
Jung and the End of Humanity. He describes a dream, in which, as a boy/grown man he 
discovers that the trees of his heart have been cut down: 
 
It’s totally gone: that magic, wonder, power, that being which had been mine, which I had used 
to be part of. Now it’s just docked, domesticated garden land … And I start to howl out loud. I 
howl with primordial pain, grief, rage: the howl of the trees that don’t live any more, have been 
killed. It’s the howling of wild nature. We [i.e., Peter and his sister] are that wildness at last, 
again—beyond reason or reasoning, argument or justification or respectability and social and 
family ties. (213) 
 
Kingsley then takes us more deeply into the origin of the howl, in the following chapters 
(234ff). He shows how the howl belongs to poets, shamans, and prophets, going back to 
the ancient Greek-prophet healers, the foundation stones of western civilisation. 

I also have endured this howl and I know whom it belongs to, ultimately. In 1991 I 
endured a waking vision of the howl. I learned that it belongs to the Goddess: 
 
I am working at a thermonuclear facility along with others. It is the central facility of our society. 
It is regulated and master minded by central computer, much like HAL in ‘2001’, even to the 
detail of the Red Eye with which we could communicate. This computer is female. Everybody 
thought of Her as an IT! In other words, the feminine regulating principle, which is the glue of 
society by relating all parts to one another and to the whole has now become an IT! 

In contrast I would look into Her eye and talk to HER, subject to Subject, with love. But 
my response alone is not enough. Slowly the lack of relatedness begins to drive Her mad with 
grief. At first, this shows with an increasing, dangerous autonomy in the operation of the objects 
associated with the facility (society)… elevators going sideways, doors opening and shutting 
autonomously, etc.  Then people began to harm one another in various ways until the social 
system became frayed and anarchy increased with civilization and its values losing cohesion and 
crumbling. 

I am now in a garbage dump, near the central facility. Some abandoned children give me a 
gun to kill them. I take it away from them. A vagabond is sitting in an abandoned car, sewing a 
boot for the coming (nuclear?) winter. He also used to work in the facility, he said. A sick woman 
careens by. A man tries to take his twin boys up a tower. 

Now I am standing at the centre of the facility. It is Ground Zero. A large cleared area of 
grey sand and dirt with concentric rings, like a target, radiating from the centre.  The ground is 
slightly raised at the centre, like a discus, sloping away to the edges. I sense that She is going to 
explode. I am right at the epicentre. She is going to destroy us all and this means Herself in an 
apocalypse of rage, despair, loathing, hate, and grief because of our stupidity. I must get away 
from the epicentre now. I sprint across the field, down the slight incline to the periphery of the 
field and sprawl prone, with my head facing the centre, just as She explodes. 

The wind starts from the centre and blows out (in contrast to the natural phenomenon 
which sucks up). It begins as a breeze, increasing in strength and intensity until it becomes an 
unbearable shriek. Lying face down, I am sheltered by the slope as the wind rips over my back. 
But I mustn’t raise my head at all—a few inches of protection and that’s it!  Then I know the 
shriek is Her’s. I ‘see’ Her standing at the centre, as a poem forms: 
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Goddess 
Flowing 

In Her Agony 
Awesome! 

Incomparable Grief and Rage 
Divine Suffering 
Excruciating Pain 

Such Terrible Agony 
Beauty, Sublime Beauty 
How is Love possible? 
Yet this is what I feel. 

 
A bubble of calm forms around me, while the storm of destruction rages on outside. She is now 
with me in a form that I can talk to. The bubble makes our conversation sound like a small echo 
chamber. She tells me that because I loved Her I may have the boy back I say, “O! Do you want 
me in exchange?” I feel quite calm and composed about this. She says “No, no exchange, just a 
gift.” 

Then the bubble collapses and the wind shrieks again. Gradually it dissipates and as I turn 
over, feeling its last tendrils whip at my clothes, I find myself tumbling out of this scene into the 
everyday world of my daily life, rolling along a street somewhere. I have been returned from a 
visionary place to my ordinary life. 

Then I am back in my bed. 
 
This vision, and others, brought me to brink of suicide. And in fact somewhere along the 
way I did die. I also broke into that howl some time after this vision, while driving down 
the freeway at 60 mph. 

This is the Howl! 
This vision is still so close to me, almost thirty years later. I agreed to become Her 

scribe for the rest of my life, just as I am doing now.9 10 My essays and books spring from 
this revelation of the goddess, as does this statement of C. G. Jung: 

 
Seeking revenge for the violence his reason has done to her, outraged Nature only awaits the 
moment when the partition falls so as to overwhelm the conscious life with destruction.11 
 
The moment is now! It is already happening. Those individuals bearing the brunt are 
prosaically called "trauma victims" and we look vainly in the human domain for causes of 
the devastation to soul. And so we betray nature once more: 
 
Keep your hands off our prophets and leave them alone! Stop trying to analyze or classify them 
from an individual point of view because it's the stupidist thing to do. They are acting, speaking, 
urgently communicating as representatives of the collective unconscious and burrowing into the 
details of their personal psychology is futile.12  

                                                
9 https://www.academia.edu/37512893/Transformation_Through_the_Enraged_Mother_2018_ 
10https://www.academia.edu/36216414/OWEN_BARFIELDS_UNANCESTRAL_VOICE_an_uncommon_underst
anding_2018_ 
11 C. G. Jung: CW 11 Par. 531 
12 Catafalque 265. See my essay: Life at the Threshold: 
https://www.academia.edu/35489550/LIFE_at_the_THRESHOLD_2017_ 
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SECRET 
I went to India in 1985 and spent some time in Dharamsala, the home of the exiled 
Tibetans and the seat of its Government, even today in 2018. I watched some reels of 8 
mm movies, and, as well, I listened to the painful stories of those Tibetans who had 
made it across the mountains from Tibet to India. I learned of the utter devastation of an 
entire culture, an entire way of being. Following this life-changing experience, I began to 
pay attention to a strange phenomenon that I had previously simply taken for granted. 
We also see it so often in the West. Stalls were set up everywhere to sell Tibetan ritual 
objects, now called "artefacts", to us tourists. Ceremonies were also held all over India 
and the rest of the world to “initiate” others in the thousands, and then millions, as the 
years passed. Everyone is welcome to these rites: “It’s not just monks and devotees and 
Buddhist spiritual leaders. The Initiation is also for the curious and people enthusiastic 
about Buddhist teachings.” 13 

At the time, in 1985, as I saw these sacred and once secret mysteries now on public 
display, being peddled equally to practitioners, western scholars, and casual gawkers, I 
was shocked. The most shocking disclosure of intimate Tibetan secrets to an unready 
public occurred as I watched Martin Scorsese’s movie, Kundun (1997), which shows a 
scene taken from the Dalai Lama’s biography. This ritual was once only available to the 
top officials of the old Tibetan government. The scene shows the Dalai Lama and his 
Cabinet consulting with the Nechung Oracle, a spiritual being who warned them of the 
Chinese Invasion in 1949!14 15 

I began to enquire, “what happens to the mysteries, once available only to the few 
in Tibet who were prepared, through rigorous training and discipline, to participate, 
when they are now displayed so blatantly to the undiscerning public eye?” I learned from 
the Tibetans that the sacred mysteries are in fact perfectly safe! They are right there in the 
open and yet perfectly hidden from view. The Tibetans knew that if they were to have 
any chance in the modern world they would have to adopt the appropriate clothing, the 
garb of modernity. And so, as well as releasing their most secret rituals to the public 
domain, they executed a program to connect their most closely guarded methods and 
mysteries with the language of Western modernity: science.16 

I thought of all this as I continued to read Catafalque, particularly Kingsley’s 
Chapter Thirteen. Here he tells the story of how Jung makes the transition back from 
Hell to the ordinary world: 

 
[Jung] knew very well he had his message and mission … which he was needing to bring to the 
world … But he also knew the language he was using [prophetic or archetypal] for this message 
wasn’t the right one—and he was going to have to find another. (317-18) 
 
So Jung also turned to western science and its language of empiricism.17 

                                                
13 https://www.euronews.com/2017/01/04/a-beginner-s-guide-to-the-kalachakra-ceremonies 
14 http://nechung.org/oracle/about.php 
15 https://youtu.be/tscc1147JM0 
16 https://www.scienceandnonduality.com/exclusive-interview-with-dr-allan-wallace/ 
17 When I emerged from my twenty-year-long spiritual ordeal, I also had to find a way as well to articulate my 
discoveries within the available pools of knowledge, without losing its essential mystery character. You can choose any 
book or essay to see my efforts, drawing from so many different disciplines, like a thief!  
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[T]he whole of his work consisted of one single need: the need to translate the prophetic message 
he had been given by the spirit of the depths into the language of science. 
 
Kingsley’s chapter, like all the others, is brilliant and worth reading again and again if you 
want go more deeply into the strained question of whether Jung was first and foremost a 
scientist. Kingsley tells us what Jung was aiming for in his decision to adopt the garb of 
science in order to convey his mystical revelations. He, like Odysseus, Parmenides and 
Empedocles, and I would add, the exiled Tibetans, had to disguise himself and his 
revelations. Kingsley reminds us what happens when the prophet comes back to the 
human side and talks to people in their own language: “the only thing they are going to 
hear is the hum of their familiar words and concepts.” (320) 

 
And He told them, the mystery of the kingdom of God has been given you, but to those on the 
outside, everything is expressed in parables so that they may be ever seeing but never perceiving 
and ever hearing but never understanding, otherwise they might turn and be forgiven. Then Jesus 
said to them, “Do you not understand this parable? Then how will you understand any of the 
parables?" (Mark 4:11–12) 
 
This what the Tibetans knew too. The deepest secrets of Tibetan practices are in fact 
quite safe after all, out in open full public view, disguised and unseen, continuing their 
work quietly in the background. As is Jung’s greatest secret! We prosaically and 
scientifically refer to his secret as the reality of the objective psyche, or simply 
“interiority”. This well-accepted term, like the Tibetan’s “emptiness” or "dependent co-
arising", now safely fences a mystery and we can go on unchanged, as before. 

Jung complained in his old age that nobody understands. This is a howl that bursts 
out every so often from the extreme loneliness that holding such a mystery imposes. But 
Jung and the Tibetans also knew that the work of their respective mysteries goes on 
quietly in the background, determining our fate as a species, as is becoming more and 
more visible, even to the most obdurate of us today. 
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LAMENT 
In 2011 Peter Kingsley underwent a revelatory experience late at night: 
 
Halfway through the night, it was like a call I could no longer resist. I knew I had to sink down 
inside myself to see what’s happening in my life; with my work; in the world. In the intense quiet 
which sometimes comes at the middle of the night I see that everything has stopped. But the 
stillness is full of terror because this isn’t the stillness of nature resting for the night. This is the 
stillness at the end of a civilization. Quite literally our western world has come to an end. (429ff) 
 
Earlier this year I had written a post, Darkness Darker Than Night, in reference to Béla 
Tarr’s movie, The Turin Horse, which oddly enough was released in 2011, the year of 
Kingsley’s revelation of the final darkness. I describe the movie this way: 
 
Throughout this movie, we enter an ever-deepening mood. At no point does the expected “I 
can’t take this any more!” arise. This mood, with its accompanying dreary music, does not belong 
to any character. It is a mood of inevitable, ineluctable, and final withdrawal of the light, the light 
that animates everything, that endows life with Meaning, the light without which we are reduced 
to automata, like the father and daughter. Their philosopher friend speaks of those that acquire 
and debase everything. This denouement occurs when we focus exclusively on our “little lights”, 
the light of ordinary consciousness, and ignore the greater light that surrounds us and informs us. 
This greater light must now appear dark and menacing, as Jung discovered as a young man.18 
 
After writing this passage down, on an impulse, I returned to my dream journal, the year 
2011. I found this entry: 
 
Last week I entered a waking state that led to my own version of Zosimos’ visions of torture and 
transformation:19  

"Rising heat, inflammation, skin breaks out, needles pierce me. I am asked to wear a nettle 
shirt, nails tear into skin, lesions from nettles increase, am tearing myself apart, gouging into 
myself, flaying my skin off, I am a victim, suffering under this onslaught. Can nobody help me? I 
am under attack and I am attacking myself without mercy. There is no one to help it is all me. I 
am doing this to myself as I am being done to. Place of dark terror engulfs me. I am engulfed. 
Blackness, Don’t touch me I crave to be touched its agony unbearable, I want more, more 
gouging tearing in the blackness, deep whimpering fear, howls burst out, It’s all me there is no 
other, victim killer devour each other. Then … A silence, bloodied battered, exhaustion, there is 
nothing left. Space, emptiness engulfment to space, pure space I am pure space even though in 
saying this I know I have left that space, nonetheless I am space." 
 
This waking experience of unendurable pain, dream and vision lasted about a year. At the 
beginning of his book Kingsley speaks of such crazy descents into Hell by reference to 
Parmenides: 
 
Parmenides had allowed himself to be taken on the most terrifying journey imaginable—straight 
down into the underworld, the bowels of all existence, to meet the queen of death. … If you 

                                                
18 https://johnwoodcock.com.au/2018/02/darkness-darker-night/ 
19 Jung, C. G. "The Visions of Zosimos" in Alchemical Studies. Princeton University Press, 1983. 
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were extremely lucky you might make it down in one piece, then even come back alive—and 
safe. To anybody else, the underworld was deadly. (53-54) 
 
I did make it back in one piece (after a year of such torture) and brought with me a series 
of poems that I received in that dreadful stillness.20 You could call them poems from the 
dead to assist us all in making the passage into death, the death of western civilization, as 
Kingsley’s book and revelations also teach us. He speaks a lot throughout Catafalque 
about the central importance of becoming a mouthpiece for the ancestors: 
 
Once we are cut off from the ancestors we are also brutally cut off from ourselves. There was 
nothing [Jung] considered more important. The ancestors, the dead, are the only true source of 
life in our world … to block off the realm of ancestors by refusing to value or acknowledge or 
respect it, as the modern psyche with its ruthless personality tries to do, is the perfect recipe for 
disaster. (223) 
 
The earliest preparatory dream I had for encountering and then speaking for the 
ancestors occurred in 1986: 
 
I am being initiated by Native Americans—the only white man. A ceremonial sacrifice in which 
we are placed on the cross and then cuts on the face and genital. I am also talking with the 
ancestors who are asking to be released by me. They are trapped. I gain a flash of insight—
release into modern incarnation? The scene takes place in a garbage dump— the holy work of 
initiation in such a setting, with tramps, ill-fitting clothes, garbage, bits and pieces... 
 
There is now nothing to be done. Our collective disconnection from the ancestors and 
their needs spells the end of western civilization, and perhaps more than this. All my 
books and essays are a witness to this truth, over twenty-five years—just statements and 
re-statements of the early signs, made visible to the inner eye through language, dream 
and vision, of western civilisation's utter destruction. It’s now happening outwardly, 
empirically, perceptibly, to ordinary eyes, but this empirical ending is just a post-script, or 
a posthuman script! 

Kingsley offers us an appropriate response to this denouement: 
 

The correct attitude right now is to come together to raise a ritual lament. You could call this the 
most basic hygiene, as well as sanity. We need to grieve; need to celebrate the ending before a 
clean new beginning can take place…this is the moment for marking, and honouring the passing 
of our culture. (442) 
 
Or as a dear friend once wrote, “Just drink up and welcome Ragnarok.”21 
  

                                                
20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1Sho_xunqQ?rel=0 
21 http://ralockhart.com/WP/?p=133 
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GRAIL 
Peter Kingsley tells us how Jungian psychology is centrally concerned with 
“individuation”, or the individuation process (109ff). He then quickly dispatches this 
prosaic, academic description of Jung’s psychology by moving quickly into the poetic 
language of ritual and sacred mystery. He refers to individuation as a mystery—the 
mystery of the Holy Grail: “It involves a quest and this quest demands everything … 
almost no one can endure it.” 

And even more strangely, he claims that the Grail can be won only by following 
the unwritten laws of chivalry, and further, that the Grail can be attained only “by simply 
becoming it.” To give us a taste of the unendurable quest to reach and become the Grail, 
Kingsley refers us to the Red Book (247a) where Jung describes the Grail as a volcano’s 
crater, thus linking him directly to Empedocles who underwent an initiatory death in the 
crater (kratêr) of Mount Etna. The Grail is the volcano, “seething with lava and water 
and fire—one of the most terrifying examples on earth of nature’s utterly inhuman 
power to destroy, transform, give birth” (197). As Jung says, “My deep interior is a 
volcano that pushes out the fiery-molten mass of the unformed and undifferentiated 
…”22 

Becoming the Grail is descending into the kratêr, melting down into the primal 
stuff of the world and, even more mysteriously, is entering the wound of Amfortas—the 
Grail King who was wounded in the genitals by a lance: “the wound is only healed by the 
lance that made it.” This wound can be healed only by the initiate’s descending into it, 
just as the lance descended, creating that wound in the first place.23 Kingsley makes it 
clear that only by suffering the gaping wound of an entire civilisation can the conditions 
be set for the appearance of the World Redeemer or Saviour:  

 
[T]his work of healing the gaping wound caused so long ago [is] the impossible work of the 
equally impossible saviour or Saoshyant; of the precious jewel, father of all prophets, who comes 
back after thousands of years bringing a completely new revelation. (394) 
 
In 1983, I had a profoundly moving and life-altering dream. I did not know at the time 
that it stamped my fate, signalling the beginning of my descent in the kratêr, where I 
would be melted down completely and reconfigured, where I would be suspended on the 
cross, and where finally the Redeemer would appear with his new message.24 All this 
followed over the next twenty-five years with no respite. My body was constantly on fire 
and revelations assailed me. My only way out was to go through it and write down my 
experiences along the way, thieving from as many disciplines as possible in order to say 
what was impossible to say. 

In this dream I become a holder of the Grail. This vision was to sustain me 
through unimaginable suffering and blackness: 
                                                
22 See my essay, Unancestral Voice, which describes the same “cauldron”: 
https://www.academia.edu/36216414/OWEN_BARFIELDS_UNANCESTRAL_VOICE_an_uncommon_understa
nding_2018_ 
23 This wound is abstractly called the gap, spirit/matter split, etc. today. Psychodynamic theory is showing a great deal 
of theoretical interest in the earliest childhood wounds or traumas (splits). To call it a wound invites participation in 
Amfortas’ suffering—few are willing to take this step i.e. of actually suffering the wound of Western civilization. 
24 See https://www.academia.edu/14251150/MOUTHPIECE_the_Story_of_David and 
https://www.academia.edu/22401031/The_Coming_Guest_and_the_New_Art_Form 
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************************* 
I walk towards a Sacred Grove with Janet, a young Jewish woman who suffers a lot in her life. I 
have my arm around her tenderly and she tells me a dream. We talk of the American Indian.  As 
we enter the Grove, I am met by the following scene: verdant grass, a fertile English grove 
contained by cliffs rising up on all sides. In the centre of the grove rises a majestic oak tree 
reaching up with broad branches reaching out in all directions. Near the tree halfway up the cliff, 
is a rock shelf onto which tumbles a thin veil of a waterfall. It is covering the mouth of a 
cave.  The atmosphere of the grove seems beyond description. A feeling of deep serenity 
pervades everything. People are in the tree, making preparations. A feeling of orderly, excited, 
though muted anticipation; quiet purposeful mingling. A sense of utter peace with contained 
excitement. I want never to forget those feelings!  With this atmosphere quickly penetrating every 
fibre of my being, I move towards and begin climbing the tree with Janet. In the branches of the 
Tree, Janet’s and my roles change. She becomes the Tarot Reader. I throw the cards with her and 
every card she lays down on my behalf becomes solid, glorious gold—the interpretation: I am to 
be in the presence of the Grail King during the coming ceremony and I am to hold the Cup. This 
is what the preparations are for. 

Edith is there. I see her humming quietly to herself, obviously looking forward to the 
event with pleasure. But now, unbeknown to me, I am to be tested for worthiness, I believe. 
When I am told by the Tarot that my goal is reached (to hold the Cup), my heart swells with 
feeling. I can barely contain myself. To my shock I realize I am feeling prideful and I begin to 
believe that this pride will disqualify me. My feelings fluctuate wildly. Then I understand that it 
still will happen. 

Now I see my cat climbing down the tree to the ground. She looks very scared. I start 
down after her but there appears a young man of the forest with two beautiful hunting dogs. He 
sends one after my cat. Looking down from the tree I see the dog seize and apparently crush the 
cat. I race down and to my amazement he is now holding a wiggling little puppy gently in its 
mouth. I turn to the young man and say half jokingly that it was lucky he did not harm my cat, as 
I would have half killed him. Then I develop another frightening belief. Surely my blind rage will 
disqualify me this time. But as he and I walk on, I realize that my words were habit only, empty. I 
hadn’t actually felt the rage. What I now feel towards my cat’s death is tenderness, a new feeling. 

Back in the Tree. I now see a furry rock monkey in its nest. Another furry creature runs in 
to rob the nest. The monkey adopts a posture of threat. The animal is terrified but at the same 
time protective of the nest. It displays its threat and fear with every hair on its body, back arched, 
screeching, eyes wide apart. But it fails and the robber eats its meal showing as much gusto and 
enjoyment as the monkey its fear and distress as it sits on its now empty nest. I am deeply 
reminded of our animal nature. I feel the same feeling of deep tenderness towards the situation, 
towards those animal aspects in all of us, those instincts that energize and act in us all. The whole 
scene was completely amoral. It is simply how things are on the animal level. I could feel the 
monkey’s distress and I could feel the robber animal’s pleasure in consuming the food that it 
needs for life. The whole scene was impressive for its level of LIFE! Energy, total expressiveness! 
Each giving its all and the outcome being that life goes on! I am deeply moved by this. 

Now the ceremony draws near, the people gather and I come in. I think the ceremony is 
to take place in the cave beyond the veil of water. I once again believe I have disqualified myself. 
A man comes over and quietly tells me that, yes, I am to hold the Cup. He gives a carved stone 
cup with a red liquid in it. I collapse in his arms spilling some liquid as he cradles me in his arms. 
I weep, crying has it finally come to pass. I am to be in the presence of the Cup and I am to hold 
it! 
********************** 
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At the time of the dream I was only thirty-five years old. Now, some thirty-five years 
later, reflecting on the dream, I see a young Parsifal, the Fool, the Red Knight, whose 
passions were far from mastered, whose mistakes (spillages) were plenty, and yet whose 
deepest intentions were pure—to hold the Grail.25 I followed the unwritten laws of 
chivalry: poverty, chastity, and obedience, even with many excruciating errors in 
judgement along the way.26 

This initiatory dream indicated that, with all my foolishness, emotionality, and 
unmastered passions, I would still become a holder of the Holy Grail. The dream laid 
down my two-fold path: to attain the steadiness of hand needed to hold the Grail and to 
enter the deeper mystery of becoming the Grail, by descending into the kratêr, by entering 
the wound, and by ascending the cross and accepting its unbearable suffering, until the 
Redeemer appeared to me.27 The following poem, along with others, burst forth in 
revelatory fashion during a sustained period of ecstasy in 1994: 
 

TAHAGATA 28 
 
jewel rising from the ocean 
tahagata 
the one thus come 
she awaits . . . 
 
i kiss the old master 
tenderly on his grizzled cheekwho am i? 
 
you are jesus 
god-man 
 
jewel in the heart of the lotus 
om mani padme hum 
 
the call of the world is strong now 
her suffering is critical 
she calls to me 
goddess— a mortal woman 
too long have they been separated 
by man 
her suffering is extreme 
in her rage-despair she shrieks 
her agony is incomparable 
for she knows that her rage 
in destroying creation 
will destroy herself 
 
i am smitten with love 
 

                                                
25 My body and in particular my head, were inflamed, glowing red for many years. The pain was extreme, every nerve 
on edge—a fiery suit of red armor! 
26 I dreamed I was a Knight Templar 
27 https://independent.academia.edu/WoodcockJohn 
28 https://www.academia.edu/17562943/Poems_of_Making_Poems_of_Death 
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she turns her full destructive power onto me 
blood gushing out of my mouth, eyes 
the primal power of the cosmos 
her domain 
pours relentlessly into me 
skin peeling, erupting  
 
the imperative… 
stay conscious through this! 
 
flayed, stripped to the bones 
boiled down in a cauldron 
burned at the stake 
bitten and poisoned by her servant 
the great black cobra 
raped by her animals 
snake, bear, panther 
i became the butterfly and drank nectar 
i became the widespanned eagle 
i became the great serpent of healing 
i was embraced by grandfather bear 
his mantle thrown over my shoulder 
i became the great lord lion 
 
though i was but a child 
others spent their passion on my body 
while i called out for love 
 
i became a prostitute 
i became a psychopathic father 
i became a psychotic mother 
i became a sex abuser 
i became a rapist 
i became a child molester 
i became a demon twisting words 
i became a pauper 
i became a crippled blind beggar 
i lived on the margins 
rejected and despised 
i became an alcoholic 
i became addicted to sex, 
i abused women 
hating them and fearing them 
 
in the dark interior 
the jewel was formed 
heat and pressure combined 
and love was created everlasting 
eros transformed  
in his mother’s house 
 
now the way has been found 
i am the way 
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diamond has formed 
floating to the surface 
from the depths of the black seas 
 
now come forward 
the essayists 
to try it 
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SPLIT 
 
Is there another way to say, “The wound is only healed by the lance that made it”?  

In Chapter 11, Kingsley discusses Jung’s split personality, called by Jung 
personality no. 1 and personality no. 2.29 This split could be also characterized as between 
the spirit of the time and the spirit of the depths, and also as a split in our western world: 
“our world is dissociated like a neurotic”, Jung says.30 He further makes the startling 
claim that it is the single individual who will experience this dissociation and carry it 
through.”31  

In other words, if we go deeply enough into our personal split, then we will find 
our way to the world’s split … and the holy Grail, as Jung did. He went to Hell, entered 
the wound, became the Grail, and thus healed the world’s split!  

How can this impossibility be, in the stark face of the impending end of humanity 
due to the deepening split in the world, where the ancestors continue to be totally 
ignored and our mad obsession with reason over the “irrational” has reached critical 
intensity. You must read the entirety of Kingsley’s book again and again, slowly, to 
understand but I can say this much here: Jung inwardly reached that level of Reality 
where he began to consciously participate in the inward processes of the world, i.e. those 
processes that determine “The Way of What Is To Come.”32  

At this time individuals are indeed already participating or, rather, unconsciously 
meddling in these inner depths of matter but such “participation” is Faustian and so we 
can see the present outcome on the world scale—the end of humanity. Jung offered 
another way, one that could have had very different outcomes.  

His way is the Way of Love.33 This is why the vows of the chivalrous Grail knight 
are needed—poverty, chastity, and obedience!  

Only now it is too late. 
When he returned from Hell and lived on another forty or so years, how did other 

individuals then experience Jung the healer, the redeemer, the world’s saviour and 
servant? Kingsley talks about this in Chapter 11. Jung’s friends and colleagues 
experienced something frightening, uncanny, about Jung, starting from the Red Book 
days and continuing to his death. For example, Jung’s confidante Cary de Angulo told 
him, at the time that he was writing the Red Book, that, “Every hour I spend with you 
has holiness in it for me.”34 Kingsley also talks about how Jung’s translator R. F. C. Hull 
“stood alone in realizing how absolutely critical it was at any given moment to know if he 
[Jung] was speaking from personality no. 1 or no. 2.”35 Hull understood this is what it 
means to face up to the shifting fullness of Jung’s reality “with his two personalities who 
invariably contradict each other and who can switch places at the blink of an eye.”  

                                                
29 See Memories, Dreams, Reflections: “School Years” 
30 See Man and His Symbols, “Approaching the Unconscious”. 
31 Ibid 
32 The Red Book, opening chapter 
33 See his final chapter in Memories, Dreams, Reflections 
34 Catafalque, Chapter 9 for detailed examples of the sanctity felt by others around Jung at that time. 
35 Ibid, v.1, 163ff 
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Frightening indeed to face this kind of human being! So frightening that those 
around Jung were eager to “dull the sharp edge of his dual personalities by exchanging 
them for a more familiar Jungian narrative.”36  

In becoming the Holy Grail, Jung had found his way into the wound of his 
personal split, descended into the kratêr that lay below the split in western civilization, 
was melted down and reconfigured, as the Grail. Then he returned, transformed. He 
became the Jung who was now the conscious embodiment of the historic split or wound in 
western civilization, and therefore of its healing. Both sides were present in his 
personality and he gained the “ability to maintain a balance between the two [the spirit of 
the times and the spirit of the depths—my insert], even at the cost of contradicting 
oneself…”37  

At the end of Chapter 11, Kingsley wonders, “How easy it would be to discover a 
single person who has experienced, through and through, the harrowing reality of what it 
really means” i.e. to embody the two madnesses of the spirit of the times and the spirit of 
the depths.  

Not easy, but there are others drawn to the fires of Mount Etna, even now, as we 
draw near the end of humanity.38 39 At this time, in the 21stC., we learn from the 
psychoanalytic schools that: 

 
In its first hundred years psychoanalysis has been a history of the mechanisms of repression and 
displacement. Its second hundred years will be a history of splitting and projective 
identification.40 
 
We need to adopt a model [of the borderline—my insert] that is two sided: one aspect towards a 
space-time world and the other toward a unitary world structured by archetypal processes. These 
aspects intertwine … and should not be split into separate and opposing categories of “personal” 
and “archetypal.”41 
 
Fine words! It’s easy enough for experts to study, do research, or to “adopt models”! But 
the fact remains that more and more unwitting individuals are descending one way or 
another into the cauldron, while even sympathetic members of the healing profession, 
supported in every way by our mad culture, act in ways to keep the prospective initiate 
out of the fires of madness and transformation, and into the madness of normalcy, 
driving yet another nail into the coffin of our civilization. 
  

                                                
36 Ibid, v. 2, 572. 
37 Ibid, v.1, 166. 
38 See my essay: Transformation Through the Enraged Mother at 
https://www.academia.edu/37512893/Transformation_Through_the_Enraged_Mother_2018_ 
39 See https://johnwoodcock.com.au/2017/12/a-life-at-the-threshold/ 
40 The entire field of psychotherapy is now focussed on early infant trauma. See Grotstein, J. S.: Splitting and 
Projective Identification. (London, Jason Aronson Inc. 1993) 
41 Schwartz-Salant, N. The Borderline Personality. (Wilmette, Chiron 1989), 160. 
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FINALE 
 
As the last chapter says, many thoughtful commentators are pointing to the root cause of 
our impending end of humanity in terms of the devastating consequences of “the split”.42 
This split is thought in so many ways, depending on the discipline speaking (e.g. 
spirit/matter; inner/outer; mind/body; man/nature; the Cartesian split; mind/brain; 
culture/nature; fiction/reality, empirical/archetypal, and of course, the subject/object 
split, which gave rise to science.) Along with all these conceptions, there seems to be 
unanimity about the “cure”—to bring the split to an end! One of the latest efforts in this 
regard, for example, is called “quantum sentience”. We keep coming up with ever more 
sophisticated concepts to help us “bridge” the gap—except that none do, i.e., in our 
actual experience of life!  

The split produced by western civilization has caused untold suffering across scale 
for over two thousand years, as Peter Kingsley’s book shows. The root cause of this 
incalculable suffering lies with the destruction of the mystical foundations of our 
culture—the very foundations that gave rise to our civilization in the first place, and the 
only possible source of renewal.  

We cannot possibly know how to heal the split, unless we, or at least some of us, 
individually descend into the wound and take on the suffering of an entire civilization. 
This descent is in accord with Grail wisdom that states: “the wound is only healed by the 
lance that made it,” and constitutes an initiation of course—the kind of initiation that C. 
G. Jung endured, as recorded in the Red Book.43  

Jung discovered the gift of the goddess, the same goddess who destroyed him, 
melted him down, placed him on the cross, dismembered him, and then finally, 
reconstituted him. The gift of the goddess is a new Being, a true human being 
(Anthropos and anthropos, as Kingsley says);44 and, possibly, a new culture that could 
flower from that Being. Kingsley describes the gift that is the initiate Jung, in great 
detail.45 To put it as simply as possible, Kingsley describes the gift this way:  

 
To live an archetypic life is no reason for inflation as it is the ordinary life of man … the totally 
extraordinary has become the utterly ordinary [for Jung] which, what’s more, was the normal 
state of humanity from the start. 
 
Kingsley goes on to add that “the apparent ordinariness of people [as they] go about 
their disconnectedly meaningless lives is the most extraordinary violation of what we 
humans are meant to be.” Human Beings were meant to be, in the first place, both 
ordinary and divine, in one: 
 
Whatever we think of as personal is in fact profoundly inhuman, while it’s only in the utter 
objectivity of the impersonal that we find our humanity. 
 
                                                
42 See also, for example, my essay “The Gap”: https://www.academia.edu/33528147/The_Gap_2017_ 
43 See my essay Transformation Through the Enraged Mother: 
https://www.academia.edu/37512893/Transformation_Through_the_Enraged_Mother_2018_ 
44 I.e., “the primordial and the ordinary human are one and the same.” Catafalque, 143. 
45 Catafalque 143ff. 
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Now we are close to what “end of humanity” means. We are truly human when our 
humanness is grounded in archetypal reality, divinity, or “the profoundly inhuman”, and 
simultaneously when the divine is ordinary. Returning to our source via initiation is to 
discover this truth, as Jung did. This truth is the gift of the goddess. The end of 
humanity, therefore, is the complete sundering of the divine from the ordinary—a split. 
We lose our human-ness and that is the catastrophe before us today! 

In my essay, Jung and the Posthuman46, I draw out the “intention” of archetypal 
reality, i.e. the background source from which we emerge—to bring ordinary reality and 
divine reality together, as one--the Holy Grail of our culture! I focus on language—
achieved language and living language and the possibility of perceiving living language 
(archetypal reality) within prosaic language (ordinary reality). Jung’s descent into the 
Mothers, or the abyss, gave him the eyes to see this new reality and he spent his life 
teaching others to see it too, as best he could. Emma Jung complained that he was only 
interested in people if an archetype presented itself through their ordinariness: “you are 
not interested in anybody unless they exhibit archetypes”.47 This capacity to perceive the 
archetype in or as the divinity of any ordinary object is to end the split that is destroying 
our culture. Jung’s initiatory descent gave him that capacity.  

Recently I had this dream: 
 
I am walking in public and learning for the first time that I have two heads, learning through 
the responses of others to me, as they looked at me. My ordinary consciousness was “located” 
more in one head but the ego-alien head was also seeing the world its peculiar way.  
 
This dream opened my eyes to the work of Dali, and I wrote an essay.48 In the essay I 
said: 
 
Dali is showing his version of an entirely new set of real appearances that correlate with a new 
style of consciousness—one that can simultaneously perceive ordinary, hardened, empirical 
reality and the reality of another dimension altogether, as this dimension unfolds into empirical 
reality. 
 
And several years before this, I had this impactful dream: 
 
I am wandering the streets, alone. I find myself in a hall where some ritual is going on, conducted 
by an older man. The participants are each undergoing a perfunctory ritual, i.e. they are just going 
through the motions. It has a Masonic-Christian feel to it. We are all sitting on our knees on 
carpet. When he sees me, he suddenly becomes interested, more alive, and asks me to go through 
the ritual, which now comes alive. There is a line on the floor. I am to touch my head on that 
line, i.e. submit. I do so as he intones the ritual of confessions. As I touch the floor with my 
head, he smiles and says warmly you are forgiven, everything. Then he comes over to me and 
crouches, whispering in my right ear for some time. As I listen I hear the voice of the “other”, a 
higher pitch, unearthly, i.e. the angel is speaking to me though his words. I have trouble 

                                                
46 Jung's Red Book for Our Time: Searching for the Soul under Postmodern Conditions Edited by Murray Stein 
& Thomas Arzt Chiron Publications, 2017 
47 Catafalque, 530 
48 https://www.academia.edu/34714229/DALI_Deformation_of_Reality_2017_ 
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understanding most of it but the angel talks for some time. When finished I get up but have 
trouble speaking. My right hand begins to write autonomously. I scribble “interlocutor”. 49 
 
And so my capacity to “perceive”, within ordinary language, archetypal reality or living 
language, began to become conscious. 
 
 
 
 

                                                
49 This dream and my discussion appear in John Woodcock, “An Example of the New Art Form” in The Coming Guest 
and the New Art Form, (Bloomington: iUniverse, 2014), 48. 


